The main goal of this article is to find out whether or not PORTEK be a solution to teach vocabulary to English young learners. Previously, there were some studies conducted to prove the effectiveness of PORTEK as English teaching media, especially in teaching vocabulary. But the writer assumed that she needed to conduct one more study to conclude her previous findings. She used library research with qualitative data to answer the research question. The data from her previous studies were used as the primary data. The result of her study was showed in tables to ease the readers get the conclusion. At the end, it can be concluded that PORTEK can be a solution to teach vocabulary to English young learners.
INTRODUCTION
The success key of teaching and learning English is mastering vocabulary.
By knowing and mastering it, an English learner can get more knowledge and information. This will help the learners produce more and more work as the assignment of their learning process.
Piccolo (2010) states that teaching English to young learners and adults are different. Chosen English materials depend on the grade, and introducing vocabulary is an obligatory. It is both easy and difficult activities.
Based on this statement, the writer who concerns on teaching English to young learners has been conducted several studies in this field. She modified a media named PORTEK stands for Portable Engklek.
Engklek itself is a physical-traditional game.
In English, it is called hop-scotch. But in Bahasa, it is called Sundamanda. In Indonesia, it has several different name.
Pacih, Ingklik, and Gala Asin are some of its name from Aceh Province, Pati District, and Borneo Island. (Yulianti, 2012: 35) By the name, PORTEK, we can guess what the form of this medium is. Hop-scotch that usually play on the ground by drawing some shapes on it, now it can be played easily almost everywhere. The shape of hop-scotch or engklek has been modified so far. "The field" has been changed from ground into carpet that draws and cuts here and there so it can be folded and taken easily. To play hop-scotch, the players need some pebbles. (Yulianti, 2017) .
The modification of hop-scotch to be PORTEK as English teaching media is on the additional pictures with no any single word on it put in every board of PORTEK field. There are 10 boards. So, the teacher can put 10 different pictures on them, based on the topic. The pictures can be changed every time in order to strengthen students ability in memorizing new vocabularies.
By getting these different actions, the students are easier to catch and record the new vocabularies. They can play PORTEK with their own rules. In teams, mini tournament, or individually.
The main goal of this article is to find out whether or not PORTEK be a solution to teach vocabulary to English young learners.
REVIEW OF RELATED THEORIES

Characteristics of Young Learners
Different children experts have their own opinion about the characters of young learners. Here, the writer collect some of them.
The first opinion comes from Scoot and Ytreberg (1993: 1-5) . They both argue that the young learners could be grouped into two levels:
1. five to seven years old at the first level, and 2. eight to ten years old at the second level. In addition, Chodijah (2011: 15) states that it doesn't matter how young a child learn English is and how young we may introduce English in formal instruction setting to. The more important aspect is how much time we have with them and the exposure.
More time is better. It is because children need continuity in their way of learning something. They need to be drilled every time to make them remember more things. Moreover, when they learn foreign language as a skill, they need to practice it regularly.
Although TEYL can sometimes be applied loosely as a term that generally refers to the teaching of English to preadults, many teachers use it specifically when referring to teenagers. In this context, the terms TEC (Teaching English to Children) and TEYL (Teaching English to Young Learners) are both normally used.
Teachers are usually trained to teach children and young learners simultaneously.
Consequently, teachers might be certified to teach TEC, TEYL, or TEC / TEYL, depending on where they receive their education.
In teaching foreign language, in this case is English, teachers need to know and create special treatments to young learners (children).
Picollo (2010) Here the writer suggests a good fairy tales book written by Tudor (1980 
Teaching English Vocabulary to Young Learners and Its Assessment
As a correlating activity, the four language skills and vocabulary should be contained in In assessing English vocabulary during the process of teaching young learner, the teacher can choose one of them.
Or in another assessing session, the teacher could mix two or more kind of test.
Engklek and Its History
According to Dr. Snouck Hurgronje (in Aisyah, 2011), engklek comes from India then it spreads all over Indonesia. That is why engklek is familiar in almost all places here, all provinces in Indonesia, even in different names. The name of engklek comes from the Javanese language, means little part of terracotta roof that is used as the pebbles for the players (Widi, 2011 "Hop-scotch is a children's game in which a player chose a small stone into one of several numbered sections of a diagram marked on the pavement or ground and then hops on one foot from section to section, picking up the stone on his/her return."
The rules of this game are simple, just by jumping on the square drawn on the ground, only by one foot. Players must through the pebble first, and then jump from one box to another, without stepping on the pebble placed on a certain box. The players must skip each box on which the pebble was placed.
Hop-scotch game has several names.
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Teaching English through PORTEK
As has been mentioned before, PORTEK comes from hop-scotch as showed above. It modifies so far to be portable.
The PORTEK set itself is like the following. 2. Do it several times to make the students understand those materials well.
3. Divide class into several groups, lead by a captain.
4. Make the rules on playing PORTEK game.
Discuss the consequence after play
PORTEK.
6. Prepare the PORTEK set and take the flash-cards based on the lesson today.
The captains of all teams do hom pim pa
to get the team turns. 14. The teacher may add or replace some pictures to add the students'
vocabularies.
15. The game ends when a group successfully reach the last square on the top of the PORTEK board fast. 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In conducting this study, the writer takes the data from the study result on 2012, 2014, and 2016. Those 3 studies were conducted to prove PORTEK's effectiveness in teaching English to young learners, especially in teaching vocabulary.
Library research is chosen as the method of this study. The data were collected by seeing and comparing the first to the third study. The first data is used because those studies were the writer's own work.
FINDING AND DISCUSSIONS
The result of this study will be gotten by discussing these following findings.
The result of PORTEK Study 2012
On 2012, the writer conducted a study about teaching vocabulary to young learners through PORTEK in Kendal Regency. MI (Islamic School) Gentinggunung, Sukorejo Sub-district was the place of study.
There were 40 students who toke place on this study. By doing the pre-test, getting treatment through PORTEK, and getting post-test, the writer could measure as the following: There were 10 students in elementary-aged who toke place the study. 
Discussion
The tables and explanation above were given to guide the writer to go to the conclusion.
There was 35 students who were got highre score than in pre-test in 2012 and 7 students got the higher score in post-test in
2016.
It means, in 2012 there were 83,33 % progression (students got higher post-test score : total students, times 100%). While in 2016, there were 70% progression (students got higher post-test score : total students, times 100%).
From those finding above, it can be concluded that PORTEK can be used as a media, especially here in teaching English vocabulary to young learners. 
Conclusion
